Tract has strong skills in managing Coasting Planning & Design projects. Our work has included a close association with the coastal environment. The diverse range of projects and studies have included; coastal siting and design guidelines, coastal action plans, masterplans and landscape design and construction.

The international award winning Cairns Esplanade Foreshore precinct involved a collaborative effort across Tract’s key offices.

Tract’s landmark projects have been designed for a future where achieving greater sustainability is of upmost importance, and have required careful management of competing demands on sensitive coastal areas.

A series of open space and coastal studies for Geelong and Corio Bay have assisted to establish the strategic principles for short and long term coastal and open space management for a variety of values, from open space and recreation use to visual amenity, activation and cultural heritage.

One of Tract’s key strengths is an ability to transform strategic planning into on-ground results.

Tract has developed detailed design strategies and managed the construction many projects including Bowen Foreshore and NewQuay Melbourne.